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YA Nothing but Drama   255 pages  BL: 4.0   AR Pts: 8.0 
Billingsley Billingsley, ReShonda Tate 

Four teenage girls from different backgrounds find faith and friendship after joining 
Good Girlz, an afterschool church youth group. Book one in the Good Girlz series. 

 
YA Becoming Me    248 pages  BL: 5.8   AR Pts: 9.0 
Carlson Carlson, Melody 

Sixteen-year-old Caitlin O'Conner keeps a six-month diary in which she records the day-
to-day events of her life as well as her struggles to understand herself and God's plan for 
her future. Book one in the Diary of a Teenage Girl series. 

 
YA Mixed Bags    219 pages  BL: 4.6   AR Pts: 7.0 
Carlson Carlson, Melody 

DJ's grandmother is a former model who has restored an old mansion and turned it into 
a boarding house for teenage girls interested in fashion, presenting DJ with a conflict 
between retaining her tomboy identity or changing her style. Book one in the Carter 
House Series. 

 
YA A Friend at Midnight   183 pages  BL: 5.0   AR Pts: 7.0 
Cooney Cooney, Caroline B. 

After rescuing her younger brother abandoned at a busy airport by their divorced father, 
fifteen-year-old Lily finds her faith in God sorely tested as she struggles to rescue herself 
from the bitterness and anger she feels. 

 
YA Eye of the Oracle    609 pages  BL: 5.4   AR Pts: 28.0 
Davis Davis, Bryan 

This book relates the various interactions of dragons with mankind from the era before 
Noah's ark through the time of King Arthur and to the present day. Book one in the 
Oracles of Fire series. 

 
YA Raising Dragons    371 pages  BL: 5.4   AR Pts: 16.0 
Davis Davis, Bryan 

A boy learns of his dragon past; a girl has known of hers for years. They combine their 
faith, courage, and love to overcome an evil slayer who seeks to bring an end to dragon 
heritage forever. Book one in the Dragons in our Midst series. 

 
YA Saving Maddie    231 pages  BL: 4.1   AR Pts: 8.0 
Johnson Johnson, Varian 

Joshua, the preacher's son who chooses to lead a morally rich life, is reunited with his 
special friend, Maddie, after she returns to town. Her behavior is unacceptable to local 
churchgoers, and Joshua is inspired to help her reclaim her faith. 

 
YA Pure     330 pages  BL: 5.6   AR Pts: 13.0 
McVoy McVoy, Terra 

Fifteen-year-old Tabitha and her four best friends all wear purity rings to symbolize their 
pledge to remain virgins until they marry, but when one admits that she has broken the 
pledge, each girl must reexamine her faith and what it means to be pure. 
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YA Song of the Magdalene   240 pages  BL: 4.7   AR Pts: 7.0 
Napoli Napoli, Donna Jo 

This book tells the story of Miriam, a young girl being raised by her widowed father in 
ancient Israel, who grows up to be Mary Magdalene. 
 

YA Hangman’s Curse   281 pages  BL: 5.0   AR Pts: 8.0 
Peretti Peretti, Frank 

When several students at Baker High School are stricken by an alleged curse of the 
school's ghost, Elijah and Elisha Springfield and their parents, undercover investigators, 
are sent to uncover the truth behind the events. Book one in the Veritas Project series. 

 
YA Holiday Nobody    221 pages  BL: 3.9   AR Pts: 7.0 
Sampson Sampson, Lisa 

Fifteen-year-old Scotty, tired of traveling from place to place with her single mother, a 
successful movie food designer, begins writing a blog recording her thoughts and keeps 
track of her efforts to find answers about her absent father. Book one in the Hollywood 
Nobody series. 

 
YA In Between    352 pages  BL: 4.3   AR Pts: 12.0 
Jones Jones, Jenny B. 

Soon after moving to a small Texas town, fifteen-year-old Katie Parker's rebelliousness 
complicates her life at home and school, but when she is accused of vandalism, she finds 
hope through a new friendship, involvement in a play, and her foster family's faith in 
God and her. 

 


